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Vocabulary ( 8 marks )-I 
 

A) From a, b, and c choose the correct answer:(5x ½=2½ ) 
                  
1) The weather is very hot today. The ………...........……. is 47 C. 
        a- iceberg                          b- temperature                        c- pipelines       
 
2) Have you seen the beautiful colours and …………...........…... of butterfly fish  
    before ? 
        a- patterns                         b- turtles                                  c- brains           
 
3) Kuwait was different in the past. The streets were narrow and people lived in 
    …............……..  houses. 
          a- educational                b-faithful                                 c- old -fashioned 
 
4) You should never …...............……….water. 
          a- drink                          b- waste                                   c- use 
 
5) Kuwait hasn't got any …………………..  
         a- population                 b- tourists                                 c- volcanoes    
 

B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list : (5x ½=2½ ) 
                                                                                                                                        

          (petrol – dirty – melt – population – join – lay ) 
                        

5) What might happen if you drink …………………… water .                        
 

6) Bahrain has the smallest number of ……………………in the Gulf. 
 

7) Cars and buses work with  …………………...  
 

8) Will the ice …………………when the sun rises?  
 

10) Turtles ………….….. eggs, don't they? .  
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C) Match the words in ( A ) with their definitions in ( B ) (3x1=3( 
11)  forest                                     (       ) maths which uses letters and signs.                   

12)  dig                                          (       ) to make a hole in the sand or soil. 

 13) dry                                          (       ) a place where there are lots of trees. 

                                                     (       )when there is no rain / water .   

***************************************************************************************** 

II-Structure (7Marks ) 
 

A) From a, b, and c choose the correct answer: ( 4x 1 = 4 )  
                          
11) You can't take part in the race. You are not good …………. driving.               

a- on                     b- in                       c- at                                  
 

 12) I saw the horse …………….… won the race.  
a- who                    b- which                      c-where 

 

13) Hamad is a good runner , ………………? 
a- isn't he               b- is he                      c- he isn't 

 

14) I choose the blue bicycle because it is ………………..than the yellow one. 
a- cheapest          b- cheap                              c- cheaper                                          

 

B) Do as shown between brackets:( 3 x 1 = 3 ) 
 
15) He is from Canada.                                                              (Make Negative) 
      …………………………………………………………........................................ 
 

16) I ( do  ) my homework. when the  telephone rang .              (Correct) 
       ……. .…………………………………………………........................................? 
 

17 ) This is Mr Majid .He  teaches us English.                           (Join) 
        ………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

********************************************************************************************* 
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III) Language Functions ( 10 marks ) 

 
A) Match the following utterances in ( A ) with their reactions in ( B )( 5x1= 5)  

                         

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
B) Complete the missing parts in the following mini dialogues : (2 x 1 = 2 ) 
 

26) A: …………………………………………………………………… ? 

       B: .I"m good at horse riding.     

 

27) A: I got top marks in English .  

       B: …………………………………………......................................... 

C) Write What you would say or do in the following situations: ( 3 x 1 = 3 ) 
 
22) Your friend says "Kuwait is a wonderful country." 

…………………………………………..................................................................... 

23) Your brother drives his car very fast.  
…………………………………………..................................................................... 

24) You see an old man who wants to cross the street. 

…………………………………………..................................................................... 

************************************************************************** 

 
 

18) Let's go to the park. (       ) You are welcome. 

19) Thank you for helping me.  (       ) Of course, we must save      
           water.  

20) Never leave the tap on.  (       ) Sorry, I'm writing with it.   

21) May I use your pen, please? (       ) Have you got goggles? 

22) I want to go swimming (       ) How do you do ? 
(       )  OK .I like to see flowers. 
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IV    Set book ( 10 Marks) 

 
 

Answer ( 5 ) questions only of the following:( 5 x 2=10 ) 

25) What can you do   with a computer? 

      …………………………………………................................................................. 

26) What does a puffer fish do when it is frightened?  

       …………………………………………................................................................. 

27) How is oil   taken to other countries?  

       …………………………………………................................................................. 

28) Why can't we drink sea water? 

      …………………………………………................................................................. 

29) When is the weather hot in Kuwait? 

      …………………………………………................................................................. 

30) Which subject tells us about volcanoes, mountains and lakes? 

       …………………………………………................................................................. 

31) Where does the whale shark live? 

       …………………………………………................................................................. 


